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FeaturingÂ more thanÂ 56,000 entries, this thoroughly updated Seventh Edition contains the

medical terminology used in more thanÂ 30 of today's fastest growing health profession

areasâ€”plus comprehensive inclusion of entries suited for the nursing field. The book includes

1,000 enriched color images and photographs, a glossy insert with detailed images by Anatomical

Chart Company, more thanÂ 65 appendices, and cut thumb tabs for quick A-to-Z reference. More

than 70 leading consultants from health professions and nursing contributed to the enhancements

of this edition.Â Also included with the purchase is a free one-year subscription to Stedman's

Online:Â  Stedman's Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing, which includes all

the content from the print dictionary, as well as access to 5,600 images, more thanÂ 48,000 audio

pronunciations, and 48 live action videos; along with a free version of Stedman's Plus

Medical/Pharmaceutical Spellchecker (a $99.00 value).
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Having been in the medical field for over 20 years, Stedman's has always been my favorite;

comprehensive and complete, yet easy enough to understand for those of us who work the

administrative end. This newest version is better than ever: tabs and lots of pictures.Just remember

though...this is a FULL, DESKTOP version and not one to carry around in your backpack. It is

perfect for the certified coder (or becoming one), the transcriptionist, the medical assistant, or the



practice administrator.

I am working towards a Medical Assistant degree and found this book to be helpful. I can look up

prefixes for medical words and this book has pictures too that help with understanding. It is easy to

follow and easy to read. It also has a bonus CD rom and a free 1 year subscription to Stedman's

Online. Glad I bought it!

I recommend this book for anyone who is taking an CCS exam from AHIMA. There were questions

on this exam that nurses would know. What drug would be used to treat gout? What test would be

ordered to check for cancer? The info in the back of this book helped me so much. After I finish the

test I went back and corrected the answers I wasn't sure about and corrected them using the info in

the back of this book. I passed the exam. I say buy this book if taking those exams.

The Text was everything and more than I expected. It has been very helpful when completing

assignments. There are also several anatomical depictions that are very helpful as well.

My cousin is a medical transcriptionist and I am studying to be one- only 1 month or so before I am

ready to take my final exam. Purchased this book to help me "decode" some of the anatomical

terms as well as diseases. I find that this book does not have some of the more in-depth terms, but

a part of me also wonders if some medical professionals tend to make up their own words... As far

as I've heard or read, this is the best book in the business that is available and  had it at the best

price.

This is the correct edition of the Stedman's Dictionary, dubbed "Stedman's Medical Dictionary for

Health Care Professionals and Nurses." It was issued in 2011, and is the final edition in hard print;

all editions since have been and continue to be available only on electronic media. Although this

Seventh Edition is no longer "up-to-Date", it is still an excellent desk reference, especially for those

who prefer a book in their hands over one on a computer or cell phone screen. It does contain the

vast majority of salient terms and definitions.

This dictionary is super helpful! I take medical coding classes and I don't know how I survived them

without this dictionary. It has every definition that you can think of and it also has abbreviations in

the appendix. It also includes pictures and it has an anatomy section in the middle of the book. I



definitely recommend this dictionary to anyone in the healthcare field!

Arrived b/4 promised date which is great. seller shipped it in a non-padded envelope which resulted

in the book getting dinged up along the way. That's ok I can live with that, besides it was such a

great price. Book is very informative. Just what I needed.
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